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ABSTRACT

The term "fishing effort" is well defined in population dynamics litpraturp. The tprm as
defined in the population dynamics literature is, however, difficult to reconcile with broader
definitions of fishing effort, particularly those having pconomic implications. The present
paper discusses the distinction between the definitions and gives some pxamples in the
context of allocating inputs, the capacities of fishing hoats, and several stocks to the catch
in a manner which maximizes profits. Managerial hehavior is also an important input
to the fishing process; this is discussed in a dpcision theory format where decision quality
can be measured relative to entropy in the decision environment affording a comparison
among decision environments in terms of information and an imputed valuation of a bit
of information under various circumstances. The convpntional measures of the quality
of the decision environment are often based upon expected catch. Alternate measures
are discussed which include the expected loss or the risk involved in the decision process.

The deployment of fishing effort is one of the
fundamental components of fishery management.
While fishing effort has been rather precisely
defined in the population dynamics literature, ef
fort has not been well defined in its broadest con
text. This paper considers the definition of fish
ing effort with special reference to the develop
ment of techniques which are useful not only for
the definition of effort in the usual strategic
sense, but for the definition of effort in the tact
ical and operational sense as well. This defini
tion is requisite for considering fishing as a total
system (see Rothschild, 1971).

The transformation of wild stocks of fish into
the "catch" is generally considered to be medi
ated by the quantity of fishing effort expended
in the process of harvesting the catch. The
measurement of the magnitude of fishing effort
is of central importance to the theory of the dy
namics of exploited fish populations because the
various "optimal" catches which are developed
in this theory must ultimately be related to op-
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timal quantities of fishing effort. On one hand
it seems quite obvious that fishing effort should
be related to quantities that can be thought of as
"inputs" to the fishing process, quantities such
as hours fished, fuel consumed, number of fish
ermen, etc. Therefore, it is at least to some ex
tent somewhat paradoxical that the basic defi
nition of fishing effort which is used in popula
tion dynamics, and commonly used in most fish
ery management applications, does not necessar
ily refer to any of these usual "inputs." Fishing
effort is defined in terms of the catch; that is,
one unit of real or nonnominal effort is simply
the numerical fraction of the average popula
tion that is caught. In order to emphasize this
point, consider two fishing fleets. Each fleet
fishes on separate populations which are in every
respect identical. The fleets make identical
catches and, therefore, each removes identical
fractions of the average populations from each
population. By definition, then, these two fleets
both exert the same amount of fishing effort. The
fact that "inputs" are not implicit in the theory
can be seen by identifying the first fleet as con
sisting of 100 modern trawlers and the second as,
perhaps, 10 pleasure yachts that have been mod
ified just enough to enable them to catch fish.
Even though both fleets exert equivalent amounts
of fishing effort, their inputs-indexed by, say,
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the costs of their operations-must differ con
siderably. This, of course, in no way invalidates
the population dynamics theory and there are,
in fact, methods for converting fishing effort, de
fined in terms of the magnitude of the catch, into
numbers of fishing boats, etc. There is an exten
sive literature on this subject and, because of
this, there is no need to prolong the discussion of
this particular aspect of the fishing-effort prob
lem. Rather, we shall concentrate on aspects of
the problem of identifying and measuring inputs
to the fishing process as well as discussing the
methodology of relating the set of inTmts to the
outputs (the catch), which can, as we will see
by the ensuing discussion, be treated in terms of
several species and even, if necessary, in terms of
strata (such as, for example, size classes) within
several species. These aspects of the proulem
simply relate to the theory of production func
tions. Production functions have seldom been
treated in fisheries, but when they have, they
have been approached primarily from a regres
sion analysis point of view. It is not clear, even
given that we meet the assumptions of the
estimation !Jrocedures and thus obtain cred
ible statements on the "good properties" of
the estimation procedure, that the curve fitting
technique can do much more than describe, in
an artificial way, the status quo; there is no in
herently good advice in the curve fitting ~ro

cedure on optimality; optimality must be Im
plicitlyassumed. What is needed are techniques
of finding those combinations of inputs that pro
duce extrema in the outputs, as well as to de
termine the sensitivity of this input-output sys
tem to changes in the magnitude of the inputs,
and a reevaluation of the input-output system
which will acknowledge the stochastic aspects
of the decision process.

Our analysis of the fishing effort problem is
divided into several parts. First, the fishing
effort problem is recast as a production function
problem whereby valuable inputs to the fishing
process are allocated among the outputs of the
process in a manner which maximizes profit. In
the particular example chosen the inputs are the
capacities of three sizes of fishing boats in a fleet
and the "catchable stocks" of two species of fish,
yellowfin and skipjack tuna, whereas the outputs
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are the catches of the various species in the dif
ferent boats. The components of the yellowfin
and skipjack tuna catchable stocks are allocated
among the various size vessels in the fleet to max
imize profits. The technique used to explore the
maximization of profits is lineal' programming.
The technique enables the simultaneous explora
tion of fleet technological constraints, the inter
action of multiple species as inputs to the de
cision process, and the range within which catch
es can be set without changing the nature of the
profit maximization equation. Easy algebraic
extensions of the model can be seen to have rather
important implications. For example, instead
of allocating two species of fish among three boat
classes, the stocks of 1: species can be allocated
among .i classes of boats and k fishing nations.
The ease of SllC~ an extension may, however, be
somewhat deludmg, particularly because of the
difficulty in defining appl'Opriate coefficients and
consb:aints respecting the '!.llocation among the
k natIOns. N~vertheless the difficulty does not
preclude solutIOn and furthermore placing the
problem in this context enables a much needed
formulation of the problem of allocation of fish
stocl<s among countries.
. Most input-output analyses involve physical
mputs and outputs. This was true in the ex
an:pl~ cited above. A classic example in fish
enes IS that of fishing power which is frequently
relate~ to fishing vessel horsepower. There are
many mstances, however, where the physical in
~mts (horsepower, fleet capacity, etc.) are less
Important than those related to the skill utilized
by the fisherman in making managerial decisions
suc~ as where to fish, when to fish, when to stop
fishll1g, etc. So, in the second part of this paper
we consider the development of a decision theory
model for adjudging fisherman skill in a "real
world" probabilistic environment and show how
the quality of the fisherman's skill in decision
making relates to the entropy of his decision en
vironment. Many important applications of this
theory beyond the examples utilized in the text,
such as the decision of whether to fish species a
or species IJ when both species are available or
whether to fish 011 one groulld such as the eastern
tropical Pacific tUlia grounds or to move to an-
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other ground such as the tuna grounds off the
west coast of Africa.

The third part of the paper considers, given
the possibility that inputs and outputs can be re
lated and that decision skill can be judged, that
different fishermen apply different criteria to the
signals that they obtain from their decision en
vironment. This question is discussed in terms
of maximizing catch versus minimizing risk in
attaining the catch. One of the main conclusions
that can be derived from the following discus
sion is that advances toward the management of
fisheries as a total system which considers the
strategic, tactical, and operational hierarchies
and the flow of information and material among
these are not limited by analytic techniques. The
limitation arises from a lack of explicit formula
tion of the kinds of data needed for the develop
ment of a total management system.

INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS

Let us contrive a simple production function
problem in a linear-programming context. This
approach is treated in some detail by Dorfman,
Samuelson, and Solow (1958). We should men
tion that the linear-programming technique is, of
course, not without assumptions, and these are
discussed in any operations research text (for
another application of linear programming in
salmon management see Rothschild and Balsiger,
1971). Violations of the assumptions required
for the linear-programming model are usually
handled by other techniques in mathematical
programming theory, but these are, in general,
computationally more difficult. In order to pro
vide a semblance of realism to the problem, we
use some now somewhat outdated data provided
in Table 7 of Green and Broadhead (1965). We
begin by assuming we have a fleet of 300-, 400-,
and 500-ton seiners. The capacity of the fleet
is calculated in Table 1.

The capacity for each size class of boat is an
input in the production function. We also need
to supply as inputs to the production function
some raw material in the form of fish. Let us
say that we are limited to 90,000 tons of yellow
fin tuna and 120,000 tons of skipjack tuna. Then
the objective of production is to maximize profits

TABLE l.-The capacity in tons of a hypothetical tuna
fleet in terms of various size classes of fishing boats.

Size of Size of Capacity Annual Total
boat fleet of each capacity of capacity

(tons) INo. of boot each boat for fleet
vessels) (tons) (ton;) (tons)

300 20 273 1,173 23,460
400 60 364 1,419 85,140
500 20 455 1,592 31,840

by maXImIzing the objective function: Z
8.65H 11 + 7.32HI~ + 10.66H~1 + 9.01H22

+ 7.75H:11 + 6.G3H:12 where the H;;'s correspond
to the ith boat size (i =c 1, 2, 3; where the inte
gers refer to 300-, 400-, and 500-ton boats, re
spectively) and the :ith species U = 1 is yellowfin
tuna and :i c- 2 is skipjack tuna). The coeffi
cients in the objective function correspond to the
weighted averag-e profit per ton for the :ith spe
cies caught by the ith boat as deduced from
Green and Broadhead. Now with respect to the
allocation of two scarce inputs-the capacity of
various size vessels in the fleet and the catchable
stock of the two species-to the production pro
cess, the capacity of the fleet generates the fol
lowing set of constraint equations:

H II + H 12 ~ 23,460 tons (capacity of small
boats)

H~l + H 22 ~ 85,140 tons (capacity of me
dium boats)

H:ll + H a2 ~ 31,840 tons (capacity of large
boats)

whereas the stock inputs (viz. the catch quotas)
generate the following set of constraints:

H II -+ H 21 + H:l1 ~ 90,000 tons ("quota" of
yellowfin tuna)

H 12 + H 22 + H a2 ~ 120,000 tons ("quota"
of skipjack tuna).

Because different size boats catch different pro
portions of yellowfin and skipjack, the ratio of
these species in the catch of each size class of
boat is essentially a function of the configuration
of the boat and its equipment. We can thus con
sider the ratio of skipjack to yellowfin as a tech
nological characteristic of the boat's size class
and in order to maintain the character of the
technology, we use the percentages of yellowfin
in the catch as given by Green and Broadhead
(300-ton boats, 57'lr; 400-ton boats, 48'/r;; and
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TABLE 2.-0ptimal allocation of skipjack and yellowfin
tuna in tons of fish to various size classes of fishing boats.

Species Size closs of boot

of I 2 3tuna (3(),) ton) (400 ton) (500 ton) Totol

Sk;pjock 10,112 43,886 18,511 72,509
Yellowfin 13,347 41,253 13,328 67,928

Totol 23,459 85,139 31,839 140,437

Perhaps of even greater interest is the way
in which the various production inputs interact
with one another. For example, in this partic
ular problem, we could increase the yeJlowfin and
skipjack catchable population constraints ad in
fin itum without changing the nature of the op-

500-ton boats, 42''1,-) to obtain the yeIlowfin: skip
jack ratios of 1.32, 0.94, and 0.72, respectively,
thus yielding the technological constraints:

HI! 1.32H!2 0
Hz! - 0.94H22 = 0
H 3 ! - 0.72H32 = 0

Table 2 gives the maximization of the objective
function which yielded $1,248,835 in tons of fish.
The optimal solution then indicates that in the
process of production, the entire capacity of the
vessels was utilized. Because the catchable por
tion of the stocks was greater than this capacity,
22,070 tons of yeIlowfin and 47,489 tons of skip
jack were unused by the fishery (slack vari
abies). Note also that the catch of skipjack is
greater than that of the more valuable species,
yellowfin, because of the technological con
straints enforcing the lower yeIlowfin: skipjack
ratios in the more numerous larger boats. The
imputed marginal values, the so-caIled shadow
prices of a ton of yellowfin and skipjack are, of
course, zero because the capacity of the stock to
produce these quantities of fish was not reached;
but, however, the capacity of the vessels was
reached and, therefore, the marginal value of
an extra ton capacity on the 300-, 400-, and 500
ton boats is imputed to be $8.08, $9.81, and $7.04,
respectively. These shadow prices are simply
the weighted average profits for each size class,
e.g.:

timal solution. But if we were to reduce the
catchable population of yellowfin tuna from
90,000 tons to 67,930 tons or skipjack from
120,000 tons to 72,510 tons, we would eliminate
the yellowfin and skipjack slack variables, re
spectively, and these would no longer be in the
optimal solution. Putting it another way, in
sofar as this particular problem is concerned the
nature of the solution, in terms of, for exa~ple,
those variables to which some monetary value
greater than 0 would be imputed, would not
change until the catchable population of yellow
fin dropped below 67,929 tons or skipjack to be
low 72,510 tons. The point of this is that (again
insofar as this particular problem is concerned)
we are not .going to change the nature of our op
timal solutIOn for any catchable populations of
yellowfin >67,929 tons or of skipjack >72,510
tons. This means that it may not be necessary
to be concerned with precise estimates of the
catchable population if the catchable population
is, as in this case, much larger than the lower
bounds for changing the solution. This reflects
within the scope of the model, the bounds withi~
which changes in the catchable population will
have no effects upon the components of the ob
jective function. This demonstrates in an an
alytical way, t~at population dyna~ics theory
may offer solutIons that are, in some instances,
apparently more precise than that which is
needed. In ?t?er words, we frequently postpone
resource decIsIOns to obtain a certitude in our es
ti~ate, which .would not change the optimal so
lutIon of t~e mput-output process. This post
POl~ement IS almost never without social costs
WhICh may be substantial.
. Now with r~spect to modifying the fleet capa

CIty, we can, gIven the stock constraints increase
the capacity of the small boats to 62250 tons or
decrease it to 0 tons. If we exceed the upper
bound then this means that we need to catch at
least 38,790 additional tons of fish and of these
57 N ' ,
'. If must be yellowfin amounting to an addi-
tIOnal catch of 22,110 tons of yeIlowfm. But if
we c~tch this additional quantity of yellowfin,
\~e wIll use up our 90,000 tons of yellowfin, drop
pmg the yellowfin slack variable from our solu
tion. At the lower bound, it is obvious that if
we constrain the catch of small boats to be 0,

10112 13,347
23:459 7.32 + 23,459 8.65$8.08
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we eliminate the variables corresponding to the
catch of small boats from our optimal solution.
The interpretations of the sensitivity of the
85,140-ton constraint upon the maximum catch
of the 400-ton boats and the 31,840-ton con
straint upon the maximum catch of the 500-ton
boats are identical.

It is perhaps more subtle that the full utiliza
tion of the excess yellowfin tuna capacity is im
possible because the 85,140 tons of fish that
would be caught by the 400-ton boats consists of
85,140 X 0.48 = 40,867 tons of yellowfin tuna
(the 0.48 is the appropriate technological con
straint). To use up the yellowfin tuna surplus
we would need to catch roughly an additional
50,000 tons of yellowfin tuna, but if we did this
We would need, by virtue of our technological
constraint, .to catch a total of 90,000 (0.48)-1
tons of fish which clearly exceeds the fleet ca
pacity. With respect to the technological con
straints, we could in the 300-ton boats, for ex
ample, increase the right-hand side of the equal
ity to 23,460, which would modify the solution by
eliminating any catch of skipjack by the small
boats (in other words, H 12 would be eliminated
from the optimal solution). On the other hand,
We could reduce the equality to -30,967, and if
We did this, the catch of yellowfin by small boats
would be eliminated from the solution [(30,967)
(1.32) -1] = 23,460. The negative right-hand
constraint reflects more upon the nature of the
solution than reflecting any physical meaning.

It is clear that since we used all the capacity
of our hypothetical fleet that any increase in
profits will not induce us to catch more fish. On
the other hand, by inducing a negative profit we
can show that in these instances some of the
boat-species combinations should not be filled to
capacity (Table 3). Thus we would have to lose

TABLE 3.-The lower bound of profit and "sensitivity"
for yellowfin and skipjack tuna caught by various size
classes of fishing, boats. The results are reported in
dollars.

Species Boat Profit lower
of tuno class per ton bound "Sensitivity"

in problem of profit

J 8.65 -5.54 14,19
Yellow!in 2 10.66 -9.58 20.24

3 7.75 -9.07 16.82

I 7.32 -I JAJ 18.73
Skipjock 2 9.01 - 10m 19.03

3 6.53 -5.58 IQ.OI

$5.54 per ton of yellowfin to generate empty ca
pacity space in class 1 vessels. The difference be
tween the lower bound profit and the profit used
in the problem is a measure of sensitivity. We
note for example that the behavior of the fleet is
most sensitive in class 3 boats where a $12.00 de
cline in profits would generate excess fleet ca
pacity, or a $16.82 decline in yellowfin profit
would also generate excess fleet capacity.

Now let us make an apparently slight but im
portant modification in our problem. We will
keep everything the same, but we will increase
the capacity of the small boats from 23,460 tons
to 65,000 tons. In the first example we were in
terested, primarily, in the sensitivities of our
model to changes in the constraints. Now, how
ever, it is of interest to compare the optimal so
lutions in the two examples (Table 4). Thus by
adding an extra 42,000 tons of capacity to the
small boats, we increase the skipjack catch by
only 16,000 tons and the yellowfin catch by
22,000 tons. We have not, owing to the con
straints, caught an additional 42,000 tons of fish.
We have caught proportionately more yellowfin
than skipjack, increasing the optimal solution
from $1,248,835 to $1,562,133. In the second
example, in contrast to the first, we have used

TABLE 4.-A comparison of optimal solutions in Example I where the capacity of the small boats is 23,460 tons and
in Example II where the capacity of the small boats is 65,000 tons. The comparison shows the optimal allocation
in tons of fish for each example.

Exomple 1/Example I

Boal class

Species 2 3 Total

Skipjock 10.112 43,686 16,511 n,509
Yellowfin 13,347 41,253 13,328 67.928

Totals 23.459 85,139 31.839 140,437

26,831
35,418

62,249

Boot class

2

43.866
41,253

85,139

3

18.511
13.328

31.839

Totof

89,.228
89,999

179,227
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up our yellowfin tuna resource and have reduced
the unused portion of the skipjack resource from
47,489 to 30,769 tons. In addition, we have 2,749
tons of empty capacity in the small boats. This
excess capacity is enforced, to a large extent,
by the technological constraints, and we can see
that these modifications would enable utilization
of the empty space with skipjack tuna. Thus we
can formulate, in a programming context, the
relation between the inputs and outputs of the
fishing process. If we agree that the manage
ment process requires the kinds of information
that are required in the programming problem,
then we can see that we have been collecting the
wrong kinds of information on our fisheries.

To sum up, then, we have discussed the pro
duction function from a linear-programming
point of view. We have picked two possible ex
amples out of an infinitude of possible examples.
The particular examples we have chosen may be
criticized from the point of view of their imme
diate applicability to real situations. This criti
cism is correct and indeed it is quite an important
criticism which simply reflects that in these tuna
fisheries and most of the other fisheries in the
world, we simply neither have nor collect the
kinds of data that we need to enter into an anal
ytic evaluation of what is perhaps the most
critical of fishery management problems, the al
location of fishery resources among various user
groups throughout the time stream. This is not
because these data do not exist; it is because,
in general, explicit attempts have not been ma~e
to gather these sorts of data. It is a contradIc
tion to deny the usefulness of utilizing the phy
sical metric for managing fisheries and to noi
provide mechanisms for obtaining the kinds.of
data that are required to manage the fisheries
in the appropriate way, in the value metric.

The point, then, of demonstrating the line~r

programming technique is to (1) call attention
to a powerful allocation tool which can be used
for guidance in, for example, a serious contemp
orary tuna problem, the allocation of the tuna
catch among the nations; (2) highlight the im
portant difference between the inputs of the
fishing process and the fishing effort used in pop
ulation dynamics; (3) point out the nature of
sensitivity in a programming context which can
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show, for example, that when we examille the
entire productive process that, given the right
kinds of economic data, we can think of man
aging stocks in terms of, say, an upper and lower
bound on catch which could free research effort
for example, to other productive endeavors; and
(4) finally, because of recent confusion on the
subject, suggest that the term fishing effort be
utilized only in the context in which it is defined
in the population dynamics literature and that
the term fishing inputs be reserved for the more
general connotation of "fishing effort."

INTERPRETATION OF FISHING SKILL

Now let us look at the input process in a little
more detail. When we do this we have to admit
that we can, having established the definitions
of fishin?, effort and fishing inputs, especially if
we r:strIc~ our consideration of management to
mampulatll1g Physical quantities of the catch,
relate at least some but, in general not all of
the fishing inputs to fishing effort through the
appropriate catchability coefficient. This en
ables the dynamicist to have comparable mea
sU~'es of ~he abundance of fish from time-space
pomt t? time-space point. Again the adjustment
of estimates of abundance to common units
through. the co~putationof fishing power is well
treated m the lIterature, and we will not belabor
it here, except to note that fishing power is al
most always calcUlated on the basis of some usu
ally single P?ysical feature of the fishing vessel
SUCh. ~s en~llle horsepower, etc., or simply on
empirical d.Ifferences in the catch-per-nominal
~ffort ~hat IS obtained by the fleet. Differences
m fishmg power are certainly more complicated
than comp~risonsamong the physical attributes
of the fishmg vessels would indicate. A consid
erable portion of the variability in fishing power
among fishing units can be attributed to varia
bility .in t?e skill of the fishing skipper. This
assertIOn IS subsumed in Figure 1

Figure 1 is hypothetical and sh~ws that the
quality of fishing skipllers could be a more im
portant determinant of the "quality" of a fishing
operation than the physical characteristics of the
boats. We might guess that boats that are phy-
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FIGUlm 1.-Hypothetical relation between catch and ef
fort for boats of varying horsepower and for "good"
and "poor" skippers.

sically different in some important index in a
ratio of say 2: 1 may exhibit a range in catch-per
input where the best boat is, say, 10 or more
times better than the poorest boat. The greater
effectiveness of some boats over other boats can
in large part be attributed to the skill of the skip
per. This is ignored in many analyses primarily
because this question of skill has never been ap
propriately formulated. In this section, we be
gin to develop some examples which contribute to
the rudiments of analysis of the behavior of the
skipper as an input to the production function
in terms of how a skipper perceives the fishing
environment-and then mention the problem of
the utility that the skipper places on the various
signals that he obtains from the environment.
We make a point of stressing that the relation
of the input vector to the output vector in the
fishing process is usually considered to be de
terministic by students of the fishing process.
Another approach is to use all average vector
for inputs and assume an average vector for out
puts. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that fisher
men perceive the decision environment as either
deterministic or average and we make use of
this observation in our additional considerations.

In order to demonstrate these points we will
construct a branch of a very simple decision tree
which can serve as a framework for future anal
Ysis. The branch of the tree is shown in Figure

$1

P(Ot) 0.2
P(02) 0.8
P(OI') 0.8
P (oz') 0.2

') This is the skipper's decision environment.
Nature deals the skipper good fishing, OJ or poor
fishing, o~. The skipper has an opportunity to
take a glimpse at the environment. This inter-

pretati~n.of ~he glimpse is denoted by p(O,IOj)
where Oi IS hIS guess of 0; Cdoes not necessarily
have to equal i). If the skipper guesses 01, then
he commits himself to a fishing operation, but if
he guesses o~, he moves to a less riskv area and
fishes. In this less risky area, nature'deals new
fishing conditions OJ' and ()2'. The reward for
any particu lar fishing action is specified in Fig
ure 2. We wish to use this model to show how
chance enters the decision process.

We set

and examine three conditions:

Condition I

The skipper is perfectly skilled and thus

P(Olllh) = P(O~I()2) = 1 and p(01I02) =
P (031 OJ) cc= O. The expected value of the branch

® Nature's action
® Glimpse - fisherman's interpretation

of nature's action
!·'IGI'lm 2.-Braneh of decision tree showing various
pVI'n(s and payoffs. (For a diseussion of decision anal
ysis Sf'f' I~aiffa, lD68.)

"Poor"
skippers

"Good"
skippers

400 hp

300hp

200hp

EFFORT
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is $7.36 with a measure of entropy of 130 cent
ibits. (Entropy is defined in the usual way,
but measured in centibits rather than in bits
owing to the relatively low degree of "random
ness" in these hypothetical examples.)

Condition II

The skipper is quite skilled and thus P (0 1 /°1 )

0.9, p(02101) = 0.1, P(O~ 02) = 0.9,P(OlI02)

= 0.1 (say). The expected value of the branch
under this condition is $6.71, and a measure of
its entropy is 172 centibits.

Condition III

The skipper is unskilled and thus P(Oi!Oj)

0.5 for i = 1,2 and j = 1,2. The expected value
of the branch under this condition is $4.10, and
a measure of its entropy is 209 centibits.

It is important to observe, in respect to the
first example. that if nature dealt the o;'s with
probability of 1 or 0 then entropy would be O.
Nature has not, in our example, chosen to deal
the o's deterministically and, therefore, 130 cent
ibits is the lower threshold of entropy, given
that probabilistic behavior of nature remains
the same.

Now, we note several interesting features of
this analysis which are capable of many simple
extensions. First, we have distinguished be··
tween the contribution to entropy made by the
behavior of nature and the behavior of the fish
ermen. Second, we have quantified the random
ness in the decision problem by measuring the
randomness in bits and thus have the opportunity
to quantify the required skill of the skipper; be
cause when nature deals a low-entropy proba
bility structure, relatively less skill is required
to achieve equivalent results. Third, we can
valuate the skipper's decision process as an input
to the production function. For example, under
Condition III an unskilled skipper can produce,
on the average, $4.10 worth of fish in a 209
centibit environment, but a quite skilled skipper

[skill being measured by P(Oi 10j)] can by his
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skill reduce the entropy 37 centibits. The 37
centibits being a difference between entropies
is thus a measure of information, and in this
example 37 centibits of information are worth
$2.61 or roughly 7 cents per centibit. A per
fectly skilled skipper reduces entropy an addi
tional 42 centibits, the additional information
yielding 65 additional cents, or about 1.5 cents
per :entibit. . In other words, in this example,
the mformatIOn accrued in moving from un
skilled to quite skilled is about the same as that
ac~rued in moving from quite skilled to perfectly
skIlled, but the value of a unit of information is
4 times greater i~ mo~ing from unskilled to quite
skilled than a Ulllt of mformation acquired when
moving from quite skilled to perfectly skilled.

DECISION CRITERIA

. Th~s, we ha:e considered a model of the way
111 ~hICh th.e skIpper "processes" signals from the
fishmg enVIronment where the quality of his pro
cessing ability is measured relative to nature
generated entropy in the decision environment.
We ~ust now consider how the skipper valuates
the SIgnal and the criterl' 't that he I

• < < paces upon
thes~ ~Ignals. First, consider what might be a
traditIOnal approach of where to fish. In this
approach ,,:e .have a field of expected catches and
upon exammmg this field we advise the skipper
~o ~sh at the location where the expected catch
IS hIghest. A second approach is to examine the
fiel~ of space-time points and consider the distri
butJ~n of catches at each space-time point. Let us
conSIder a sim I .. p e aspect of thIS problem' two
space-tIme points A and B at h' h th fi' h, , W IC e s er-
man s perc t· f. ep IOn 0 the catch is that it has an ap-
proxImately normal distribution. Fig-ure 3 shows
these two d' t 'b t·. IS rl U IOns. The figure also indicates
the 'pOInt on each distribution below which the
fishmg operation will lose money If we look at
?nly the expected catch, we wo~ld advise fish-
111 tA . •

g a . But If we examine the risk (that isf x!(x)dx, evaluated from - 'l) to the break~
ev.en r~oint) we note that fishing at B will mini
mIZe rIsk, and if this were our criterion we would
fish at B. We should note further that the fish-
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A
loss~

ior. We need to know the utility that the skip
per places in any value of the criterion.

FIGURE 3.-The distribution of catch at two locations
showing the average catch and the loss region.
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where f (x) is the distribution function of the
fisheries earnings, a is the minimum value of
this function, b is the maximum value, and B is
the break-even point. Note that this general
form can be written in several alternative ways.
But even the establishment of such a criterion
is not sufficient to measure the skipper's behav-

erman samples the distribution dealt by nature
and his sample can be biased and vary in preci
sion. His perception of the correct action de
pends upon his view of how many times he can
sample these distributions. This is clear because
if the fisherman has only one chance to go fishing,
he should choose B to minimize his risk, but if he
has many chances to go fishing, he should choose
A to maximize his gain since the sampling risk
will be decreasing inversely proportional to the
square root of the number of chances that the
fisherman has.

A reasonable criterion for choosing a fishing
location might be the expected gain less the ex
pected loss; e.g.,

brxj(x)dx

a

BJxj(x)dx

a

ADDENDUM

The reader interested in applications of de
cision theory should examine "Marine decisions
under uncertainty," by John W. Devanney III,
Cornell Maritime Press, 1971, which was dis
covered while the present paper was in proof.
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